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Yan Translation -- Your Chinese Solution!

Who We Are

QA linguistic review, project management,
and DTP services.

Yan
language
Shanghai,
speakers
localizers,
specialists

The full package of services we offer
will be the ideal solution for your
globalization and localization needs. With
the assistance of our associates, we also
provide
the
following
language
combinations:

Translation is a Chinese
solution provider based in
China; a group of native
of professional translators,
senior linguists, and DTP
specialized in various fields.

Our clients are coming back to us
because we handle every project, no
matter what its size is, with experienced
translators specialized in that field only;
because of our QA system to ensure top
quality, and our flexibility with prompt and
friendly response.
With our professional efforts, your
translation and localization projects will be
more successful and cost-effective.

What We Offer
We have been selected as the
Chinese language vendor by both
American and European firms and have
contributed our turnkey efforts in various
projects including translation, localization,

Western languages Asian languages
English
Simplified Chinese
German
Traditional Chinese
French
Japanese
Spanish
Korean
Italian
Vietnamese

Why Yan Translation
To provide an accurate sense of
understanding and expressing the
language you need native speakers.
Changing trends are sometimes apparent
only to those who live in the country and
these changes are paramount to accurate
translation. Chinese language is complex;
the culture is also complex. The
translators at Yan Translation will help
sort out these complexities for your
company and make dealing in the Chinese
market a viable choice.
Our staff comprises language experts
in China and experienced professionals in
the United States. Yan Translation is an
inter-continental firm and an example of
inter-continental cooperation to help you
address the barrier of language.

Yan Translation -- Your Chinese Solution!

Our Procedure
Usually a translation project will go
through these steps:
(1) Receive translation material or sample
for evaluation
(2) Send quote
(3) Receive confirmed order from client
(4) Contact translator(s) in related
industry to start translation
(5) Translator(s) submit finished work
(6) Translation proofread by a senior
linguist.
(7) Final editing by an in-house translator
(8) Submit final translation to the client.
Please contact us for a detailed
workflow chart.

Our Price
We have a range of rates depending
on language combination, volume,
turnaround, specialty involved, and
software requirements. Please send us
your document to be translated (or
sample) to get a free quote.
We offer additional discounts to
regular customers and large volume
projects. No job is too large or too small
for us and we are swift to respond.
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